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INTRODUCTION

'_ General aviation aircraft with low wing loading are known to be

very responsive to the gust conditions encountered in turbulent air.

Gust responsiveness causes poor riding qualities which is a factor in

limiting the widespread acceptance of general aviation aircraft as a

mode of transportation. Riding qualities can be improved by increasing

wing loading. However, an increase of wing luading increases minimum

flying speed which is the speed used in landing. Aircraft safety con-

siderations make it undesirable to increase landing speed.

Another very effective method of gust alleviation exists. The

aircraft configuration used for this method consists of a wing which

is free to pivot about a spanwise axis. The pivot axis is located

forward of the aerodynamic center as shown in Figure l(a). Balancing

moments needed to achieve equilibrium are generated by deflecting the

trailing-edgesurface, which can be controlled by the pilot. The pilot

can select the trim angle of attack by positioning this control. Gust

alleviation is achieved by decoupling the wing from the aircraft. The

pitching moment of inertia is much less for the wing than for the

entire aircraft and the rate of gust alleviation increases as pitching

moment of inertia decreases. A significant reduction in turbulence

response is the result.

e

I

i
i
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This configuration has been termed the free-wing aircraft. The

concept was patented by Daniel Zuck in 1944. Several analytical and

wind tunnel studies of this configuration have been made (see Ref. 3, 4,

and Ref. 5 ). From these studies it has been concluded that about a

54% reduction in the RMSload factor can b_ realized.

The major shortcoming of the free-wing configuration is that

only relatively low maximum lift coefficients are obtainable. High

values of lift coefficient are usually achieved by using flaps placed

on the trailing edge of the wing. Flaps on the free-wing create

negative (leading edge down) pitching moments and utilize area needed

by control tabs to Lrimout moments.

The Dryden Flight Resea-ch Center of NASA has conceived of an

extension of the free-wing to include a separate trimmer surface lo-

cated either in a canard arrangement forward of the wing or located

after and at the tips of the wing (see Figures 2 and 3 ). This

arrangement provides sufficient trimming power to permit the use of

high-lift trailing edge flaps on the free wing. This configuration

has been termed the free-wing/free-trimmer aircraft since both sur-

faces ar_ free to rotate about a spanwise axis. (See Figure l(b)).

The dynamics of both the forward and after free-wing/free-trimmer

configurations have been analytically evaluatedby Battelle Columbus

Laboratories under contract to NASA. One study investigated the

longitudinal stick-fixedmodes of motion for these configurations

and the maximum trimmed lift coefficients obtainable. Another study ,-

investigated the lateral-directionalbehavior. The longitudinal behav-
"!

i ior of the aircraft was analyzed by constructing a mathematical model Iwhich consisted of 13 simultaneous homogenous equations, with 13
r

Ji

Tlt
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variables. Unsteady aerodynamic effects for both lifting surfaces were

included (see Ref. 4 ). This complex set of equations was used to

assess the response to symmetric vertical turbulence. The conclusions

of the study were:

I. For the trin_er area ratio considered (I/6), the most pro-

mising configuration employs wingtip-mounted trimming surfaces placed

aft of the wing hinge line with a moment arm of one wing chord l_ngth.

Of the configurations examined in this study, this arrangement alone

could provide excellent alleviation of vertical gust loads while ex-

ceeding the maximum lift capability of pure free-wing configurations,

and while meeting fundamental criteria for the stability of the stick-

fixed longitudinal modes.

2. For vertical gust alleviation, forward trimmers are inferior

to aft-mounted surfaces because of adverse wing pitching moments caused

by transient aerodynamic forces on the trimming surfaces.

3. Mass balancing of the trimmer surface about its hinge axis

is vital for precluding adverse effects on the stability of the charac-

teristic modes. In particular, aft imbalance must be avoided.

4. Longitudinal displacement of the center of gravity of the

fuselage assembly appears to be more significant for free-wing/free-

trimmer configurations than for pure free-wing aircraft. Forward

displacement decreases the damping of the phugoid mode while aft dis-

placement decreases the damping of one of the short-periodmodes. The

effect of fuselage imbalance is more pronounced for slow-speed flight,

and the sensitivity depends upon the aerodynamic design of the fuse-

lage assembly.

J
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5. Small variations in the wing assembly center of grc ity (of

the order of a few percent of wing chord) have no significant effect

on the in-flight characteristicmodes, but center of gravity locations

aft of the wing hinge axis shoul_ be avoided to facilitate smooth

landings.

6. Forward-trimmerconfigurations are more efficient from a

weight standpoint than aft trimn_rs, and could, if properly sized and

placed, provide a lighter total wing weiqht than a pure free-wing.

The aft-tri,Ber configuration incurs a higher weight pena:t,ybecause

of the additional counterweight needed to balance the wing assembly

about its hinge axis.

No wind tunnel test of the configurationanalysed by Battelle

has been conducted.

The purpose of this study is to perform wind tunnel tests to

) determine the dynamic behavior of a free-wing/free-trimmermodel.

1 Battelle has provided the results of the computer algorithm of the

equations of motion of the free-wing/free trimmer with the wind tun-

nel model parameters as inputs. A comparison of the results of the

wind tunnel t,_t and the computer analysis has been made in order to , )

evaluate the valldlty uf the math model. J

The investigationdescribed in this report Is limited to the _l

control-flxed longitudinalmotion of a free-wlng/free-trlmmersystem i
) i

which included only the wing and the trimmer. The wing is pivoted ")'

at the 5% chord position. The trlmn_r was mounted aft of the wing

.i
'i

m '
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pivot on the wing tip at a distance of one wing chord from the wing

pivot to the trimmer pivot.

The trimmer was also confined to longitudinal motion only. Thp

pivot location of the trimmer wds at the 13% trimmer chord positi,,,_.

The flap size was 20% of the trimmer chord. Two orientations of tr;e

trimmer, one with the camber the same as the wing camber a,d one with

the cambers opposite, were tested. Tests were made with the trimmer

both fixed and free to rotate.

The wing/trimmer system was mounted vertically on a bearing in

the tunnel to eliminate gravitational influences and provide a re-

sponse more indicative of the aerodynamic moments associated with the

configuration.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model of the wing and trimmer was constructed of solid

aluminum with a chord of 6-15/16 and a span of 21-I/4 inches giving

an aspect ratio of 3.01 for the wing. An end plate was attached to

one end of the wing creating a semi-span model of the wing with an

effective aspect ratio of 6.12. The trimmer chord length was 4 and

the span w_s 6 inches, giving an aspect ratio of 1.5. The maximum

thickness of both the wing and trimmer was 12% of the chord and the

airfoil section used for both was a NASA23012 section.

The aft locatton of the trimmer was selected since tt was the

most promising location of the trimmer as determined tn the analytical

study (Ref. 4). The ratio of the trimmer area to wtng area was 1

to 6.14 and the ratio of their respective aSl_Ct ratio was 1 _o 4.06.

The trimmer was mounted to a wtng ttp attachment plate by a 8" shaft

i

,t
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with a supporting bearing in the plate. Mass balancing was achieved

with a boom and a position variable lead weight mounted on the left

trimmer tip. The wing was mass balanced with a position variable

weight and a rod attached to the wing pivot axis. The wing mass

balance was under the wind tunnel test section floor and was not

exposed to the flo_ within the tunnel. A drawin_ of the moL-:1of the

wing and trimmer is given in Figure 4 . A picture of the unassembled

wing,trimmer and end plate is given in migure 5 . Table l gives

; the weights of the components of the system.
i

I

i MOUNTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

) The wing and trimmer were mounted with the pivot axis of the wing

perpendicular to the floor of the tunnel. The pivot axis or support
I

I shaft of the wing extended through the wind tunnel floor and was

isolated from tunnel vibrations. The shaft in turn was supported by

a large air bearing which provided a frictionless pivot system.

Figure 6 shows a drawing of the air bearing, supporting shaft and end

plate. Air supply to the bearing was routed through a pressure regu-

.! lator and an electrical monitor system was connected to insure that

the bearing was friction free.

The end plate was mounted inside the tunnel and approximately

four inches from the floor to insure that the model was outside of

the test section boundary layer. The wing was mounted above the end t
plate. A small pole was mounted to the end of the wing opposite the

w.

end plate and a three-wire, Y-brased system was attached in order to

make the model more rigid. A picture of the system assembled a.d
t]

resting on the air bearing is shown in Figure 7. !|

n
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INSTRUMENTATION

Two potentiometerswere usedto recordthe positio'sof the wing "_

and trimmeras functionsof time. One potentiometerwas mountedon

the trailingedge of the wing as shown in Figure4. The brushof

the potention,eterwas connectedto the pivotingsupportshaftof the

trimmer. The shaftoxten,Jedintothe resistanceringand the brush

made contactwith the rlng. FrictJn betweenthe brushand ringwas

keptto a minimumnecessaryfor goodelectricalcontact. The elec-

_ tricalleadsto the potentiometerwere storedin a groovemachined

in the trailingedge of the wing as shownin Figure5. The groove

and wiringwere coveredwith fiberglassand sandedsmoothso a._not

to disturbthe flow.

Anotherpotentiometer'.,asattachedin a similarfashionto the

supportshaftof the wingwhich pivotswith the wing. The two poten-

tlometerswere connectedto an X-Y Plotter. As the wing is displaced

throughpositiveand negativeanglesof attack,the supportingpi,ot

axisof thewing and trimmerrotate_. The angulardisplacementof the

shaftscausesvoltagenutputsof the potentiometerto vary. The varia-

tionsof the outputvoltageswere recordedon an X-Y Plotterwhich

had a knownsweeprate. _incethe outputvoltagesweredlrectlyrelated

to wing position,a plotof wing angleof attackand trimmerdisplace-

ment angle (anglebetweencordsof wing and trimmer)as functionsof

timcwere obtainedfromthe X-Y Plotter. Figure8 is a pictureof

the Plotter used.

A different data recording system was used for several tests with

the wing fixed and the trtr.,_r free to wJt:t_e. A compasscard was taped

to the wtng _nd a pointer to the trail!ng edge of the trimmer. A

digital timer was placed in the fteld of view and a video cl_r.'a was

I
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used to recordtrinw,er positionindicatedby the pointersuperimposed

on the compasscard. The correspondingtimewas indicatedby the digi-

tal timer.

WIND TUNNEL

Two differentwind tunnelswere used. The variablelow speed

recirculatingwind tun.lelat the UnitedStatesNavalAcademyat Annapolis,

Maryland,was usedto collectmost of the data. This tunnelhas a 3 X 4

feettest sectionand a flowvelocityrangeup to 200 mph. In addition,

the variablespeeddraw throughwind tunnelat Cal Polywas used for the

fixedwing tests. This tunnelhas a 3 X 4 feettest sectionand a flow

velocityrangeup to 125 mph.

MOMENTOF INERTIADETERMINATION

In orderto measurethe momentof inertia of the model,a torsion

pendulumwas constructedand instrumented.The objectof unknownmoment

of inertiais attachedto a stiffwire which is supportedat one end.

A lightreflectingstripis attachedto the object. The objectis

disturbedfromequilibriumby twistingto a smallangle and released.

A lampbeams lightat the reflectingstrip and the reflecte"lightis

directedthrougha lensintoa photo transistor.An electricpulse is

generatedfor eachoscillationof the object. The pulsesare amplifiedby

I a DC amplifierand directedto a stripchart recorderwhere they are

ii recordedas functionsof time. The periodof a
oscillationwhtch ts

functionof themomentof inertiaof the objectIs determinedfrom the

_i recorded data. 1

i
Several objects of known momentsof inertia were used and the1

oscillation periods determined. Two calibration curves of momentof :_

inertia vs. period were constructed and .re shown in Figures 9 and 10. !] I
LJ 1
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Figure I0 is for the trimmer and Figure 9 is for the complete model.

The trimmer and complete _odel were mounted on the torsional pendulum

and disturbed. Figure 1] shows the trinmlerbeing tested. The periods

were recorded and used with the calibration curves to determine the

moments of inertia. Values obtained were .001072 slugs-ft_ for the

trimmer and .095033 slugs-Ft2 for the entire assembly (wing + trimmer

+ balance weights + air bearing,

IEST PROCEDURE

The model was mounted vertically in the wind tunnel and the wing

and trimmer potentiometer were connected to separate needles on the

X-Y Plotter. A compass card on the floor on the tunnel was used to

determine the angle of attack of the wing. Angles of attack as indi-

cated on the compass were calibratedwith those indicated on the "-Y

Plotter. The trimmer potentiometermeasured the angle between the

chords of the wing and trimmer. The chords of the two surfaces were

aligned and the zero angles were marked on the graph paper of the X-Y

Plotter.

After the wind tunnel was started and set to the desired speed,

: the model was disturbed from equilibrium by displacing the wing to

a large angle of attack and releasing. The oscillation of the wing

and trimmer were recorded on the X-Y Plotter. The wing angle of

attack and the angles between the wing and trimmer chords were record-

ed as functions of time. Wing disturbance or displacement angles of

I 5, lO and 15 degrees above and 5, I0 and 15 degrees below the equillb-

(. r_um angle of attack were used. Wind tunnel speeds of 75, 100 and
1

125 feet per second were used. Trimmer tab positions angle of 0,5,

i I_ 7.5 and I0 degrees were tested. Tests were made with the camber of

I I'

i
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the wing and the trimmerorientedin the samedirectionand in opposite

directions.Severaltestswere madewith the trimmerat variousfixed

anglesbetweenthe wing and trimmer. Also, testsweremade with an end

plate attachedto thewing betweenthe wing and trimmer.

For testswith the wing fixedand the trimmerfree to rotate,the

tunnelspeedwas set at 75 feetper second. The triniT,er tab position

was set at 0 degreesand the camberof the wingwas oppositeto the camber

of the trimmer. The trimmerwas displacedto ± 20 degreesdeflection

anglesand released. The oscillationsof the trimmerwere recordedwith

the videocameraon magnetictape.

The modelparameterswere providedto BattelleResearchLabora-

toriesto be used as inputsto theircomputerprogramof the math model

of free-wing/free-trimmersystem. (SeeTable 2 for model parameters

providedas inputsto the computerprogram.) The programspredictedthe

rootsof the characteristicequationsof the systemfor severalaero-

dynamicpositionsof the trimmer. These resultsare , _wn in Table 3.

DISCUSSIONAND RESULTS

C.omparisonwith PredictedResults

A flightspeedof 75 ft/secwas used in obtainingthe predictedre-

sultsby Battelle. Two periodicand two aperiodicmodeswere obtained

from the mathmodel. The periodicmodes correspondto the oscillator

modes of thewing and trimmer. _he trimmermodel has a balanceweight

forwardof its hingeaxis (seeFigure7) thatwl'llcausea forward ..

;i
shift in the trimmeraerodynamiccenterlocation. Battelleprovided ..

computerpredictedmodes for severaltrimmeraerodynamiccenterloca- if

tlons (seeTable 3).

Ni
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In addition, Battelle provided computed time-historiesof wing

and trimmer angular rates to see if the mathematical model would pre-

dict the excitation of the second mode motion superimposed on the

first mode. Figure 12 is the computed motion following in initial wing

disturbance (an initial positive pitching rate of O.l radians/second).

Figure 13 is a computed second case wherein the initial condition was a

O.l radian/second rate applied to the trimmer, with the wing in initial

equilibrium.

Table 4 shows the experimentally determined parameters for several

pertinent test runs that were generated by disturbing the wing from

equilibrium. If the values of p and q (the real and imaginary parts of

the complex conjugate roots of the characteristic equation) for the

trimmer are compared to those of the wing, it is apparent that for

this initial condition, the trimmer motion follows the motion of the wing.

The values of p and q are approximately the same for the wing and trim-

mer motion and compare very well with the computer predicted values.

For run Number 2 with a test velocity of 75 fps and the tab setting of

-7.5 degrees the values of p and q were -.249_i 5.71 for the wing motion !

and the computed values were -.2455±i 5.721. However, for run Number 8
i

with a te_t velocity of 75 fps and a tab setting of -5 degrees, the values

of the roots were -.460_i 5.61. The damping term p is higher than the

computed value. The initial condition for the runs shown in Table 4 was

a wing displacement from trim of _lO degrees. The trimmer was in an

equilibrium position. These initial conditions did not always excite the

second mode of motion. Figure 14 indicates that the second mode was only

s11ghtly excited but not excited at all for a slmllar run depicted In

Figure 15. If the computed roots are correct, the tlme to half amplitude

, for the second mode is only .712 seconds as compared to 2.82 seconds for
the first mode. Therefore, the second mode is not ltkely to be nottceab'e

1983006992-017
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very long unless it is heavily or repeatedly excited. In Figure 14

the mode 2 motion is apparently excited several times.

Although the computed plots of Figure 12 and 13 are time histories

of angular rates and the experimental plot shown in Figure 14 is a time

history of angular displacement, these graphs are similar. Both the

computed and experimental graphs reveal the second oscillatory mode

superimposedon the first mode. The alteration of the shape of the

curve for motion of the first mode, caused by excitation of the second

mode, is similar. Since the initial conditions were not the same, the

excitation of the second mode occurs at different parts of the cycles.

An attempt to extract the roots with any degree of accuracy of the

second mode motion from the plotted data was not successful. The second

mode was not sufficiently excited to obtain accurate results.

Since the roots of the first mode motion with the trimmer fixed were

approximately the same as with the trimmer free, the roots of the second

motio- were determined with the wing fixed in an attempt to determine the

approximate roots of the second mode. Eight different runs were made at

a tunnel velocity of 75 fps, the wing fixed, the tab set at zero degrees

and the initial conditions for four runs each of _20 degrees displacement.

The values of p obtained for these initial conditions ranged

from -.996 to-1.404 and values of q from 9.666 to 10.83 Computed values

of p and q were -.g740 and 12.15.

Of course the flow fields for the system with both surfaces free is

not exactly the same as with one surface fixed, and therefore the roots

deter;,dnedfrom their motion would not be expected to be exactly the same.

Also, there was some friction present in the support bearing of the trim-

mer. Friction will increase the negative magnitude of p and decrease the

magnitude of q.

1983006992-018
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Range of Equilibrium An_les of Attack

Tests were made at various trimmer tab angles in order to de-

termine the range of equilibrium angles of attack (_eq) attainable

"ith a 20% chord tab. At 75 feet/sec tunnel speed and the camber of

the two surfaces oriented in the same direction the maximum obtainable

value of %q was two degrees. The tab setting for this condition was

approximately six degrees. As expected, _eq increased with tunnel

velocity. For tab angles greater than six degrees,the trimmer stalls.

In an attempt to prevent stall at such low values of tab settings,

the boundary layer was tripped by placing a string near the leading

edge. No significant improvement was observable. Since the trimmer

operates at a negative e for surfaces with the same camber orientation

and the stall _ is lower for negative value of _, the camber of the

trimmer was reversed in order to increase the stall _. With this

configuration eeq of five degrees was obtainable with maximum tab

deflection angles of approximately 7.5 degrees.

With the tab set at approximately lO degrees the trimmer was stalled,

as indicated by the tufts on the trimmer surface and the motion of the

: wing trimmer. Figure 16 shows the trimmer stall condition. Leading

edge slats could be used to increase the range of _eq.

Effect of Velocity

Data was taken at tunnel velocities of 75, IO0 and 125 ft/sec.

Significant random errors were found to be present in the real parts

i of the roots. Since the real parts were determined from measured

values of the amplitudes of the oscillations, the randomness was prob-

I bably caused by uncertainties in recording and measuring of amplitude

values. Since the frequenciesof the oscillation can be r_corded and
i

Ii measuredwlthgreaterprecision I thereshouldbelessrandom_,ss

ifi
I
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in the values of the imaginary parts of the roots. Although there was
I

some randomness in the measured values of the q, there was less varia-

ation than in the values of the p. The values of q were found to be

approximately directly proportional to tunnel velocity. There was

too much randomness in the values of p to determine the effect of _'

velocity.

Wing End Plates

An end plate was attached to the end of the wing between the wing

and trimmer and data was recorded. Figure 15 shows data for the condi-

tions of tunnel velocity of 75 ft/sec, tab setting of 7.5 degrees, and

cambers opposite. The effect of the wind end plate was to reduce the

strength of the wing vortex and decrease the operating angle between the

wing and the trimmer. Neither the damping nor meq was affected appreci-

ably.

Fixed Trimmer _

Several tests were made with the trimmer fixed at a constant angle i

(B) between the chords of the trimmer and wing. B angles of 10, 20, 30,
m

35 and 40 degrees were used. The trimmer was observed to stall at a B _I
a_

of approximately 35 degrees.
)

The tests at various values of fixed Brevealed that the damping '_

is approximately constant for various values of B below trimmer stall, i '

but the damping improves significantlywhen B is large enough so that

the trimmer stalls. Apparently the large increase of drag due to stall

improves the system damping. The values of the roots for a 8 of 20°

and 400 are -.167±jl.go and -.446±js.sg. A stalled free trimmer caused i

undamped motion of the system. Figures 16 and 17 show data for a stalled {I

free and fixed trimmer.

1983006992-020
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A comparison was made of the data at a tunnel velocity of 75 ft/sec

for free trin_er and fixed trimmer motion. The roots for free trimmer

motion were -.249±j5,71 and the damping ratio was .0436. The values for

-" fixed trimmer motion were -.167_j7.90 and -.0211. This data reveals

that the damping is better for free trimmer configuration. This conclu-

sion is in agreement with the results of the analytical study covered in

Reference 4.

t Data Repeatable

Four test runs were made to evaluate the repeatability of the data.

Two runs were made with the trimmer free and two with the trimmer fixed.

The data for the two free trimmer runs were overlayed on the same plot

and is shown in Figure 19. The data for the fixed tri_ner runs were

overlayed and is shown in Figure 19. These plots show that the repeata-

bility of the data was acceptable.

CONCLUSIONS

Wind tunnel tests of a free-wing/free-fixed trimmer model conducted

in the Naval Academy's 3' x 4' wind tunnel and Cal Poly's 3' x 4' wind

tunnel were performed for the purpose of checking the math model for the

system. The following are the conclusions obtained from these tests:

I. The predicted values of the roots for an aerodynamic center

located at the 25% chord matches very well with the experi-

mentally determined roots for the wing.

2. While the roots of mode two motion are difficult to determine

exactly, all experiment evidence indicatesgood agreement with

computed values.

3. The eoAilibriumangles of attack that can be obtained with a

i 20% flap are limited to a maximum of approximately 5 degrees.

li
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Some improvement was obtained by opposite orientation of the

camber of the two surfaces.

4. The free trimmer will stall at tab deflections of I0 degrees,

with opposite camber for the two surfaces.

5. Wing end plates decrease the operating angle between the

wing and the trimmer, but do not appreciably affect damping

or aeq.

6. The values of q are approximate]y directly proportional to

tunnel velocity. Randomness in values of p precluded con-

clusion concerning the effects of velocity.

7. Fixed trimmer stalls at _ values of approximately 35 degrees

and, while trimmer stall produces unfavorable dynamics for the

free trimmer, it provides favorable dynamics for the fixed

trimmer.

8. For the fixed trimmer damping stays nearly constant for all
angles up to stall and increases significantl.,when the

trimmer stalls.

9. The free trimmer has better damping characteristics than the

fixed trimmer.

I0. The experimental data is repeatable for both the free and the

fixed trimmer, i

:ti
!

1 :
' I
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Figure2

AircraftWithFreeWing/ForwardFreeTrimmer i) '

n
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Table 1

Weights

WingAssembly 9 ]bs. 6 oz.
(inc.endp]ate)

Wing CounterWeight
and CuunterWt. Arm 3 ]bs.15 oz.

WingRootAxle 6 oz.

Trimmer 12 oz.

TrimmerCounterWt. 5 oz.

•" Air Bearing 2 lbs. 15 oz.

C

I

|

iI
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_) : BASIC CONFIGURATION
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: I I MOMENT OF INERTIA

i T : OSCILLATION PERIOD
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Table 2

Model Parameters Used as Input to Computer Program

(All areas, masses, and inertias were doubled to convert from the
reflection-planemodel to a complete configuration for program input
purposes) ",

Wing Chord: .578125 ft.

Trimmer Chord: .3333 ft.

Wing Area: 2.0475 square ft.

Trimmer Area: .3333 square ft.

Distance from Wing Hinge to Wing Half-Chord: -.45 x Wing Chord

Distance from Wing Hinge to Trimmer Hinge: -I.0 x Wing Chord

Distance from Trimmer Hinge to Trimmer Half-Chord: -.3/ x Trimmer Chord •

Pitching moment of inertia of complete system: -0.19167 slugs-ft2

(Wing, Wing Balance Weight, Trimmer, Trimmer Balance Weight, the

Rotational Part of Air Bearing)

Pitching moment of inertia of Trimmer Assembly: -.00214 slugs-ft2

Trimmer Assembly Mass: ,066043 slugs

Atmospheric Density: .00237 slugs/cubic feet (assumed)
p

i .

N
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Table 3

Computed Roots of Wing/Trimmer Dynamic System

The computed roots for the 75 ft/sec tunnel speed are:

Oscillatory mode :1 -.2455 ± j 5.721

Oscillatory mode _2 -.9740 + j 12.15

Aperiodic mode #I -77.27

: Aperiodic mode _2 -134.56

The roots are directly proportiona_ to tunnel speed.

The nominal roots listed above are based on the assumption that the
aerodynamic center of the trimmer assembly is at the quarter chord
point. Since the attachment of the trimmer balance weight will cause
some forward shift in the trimmer aerodynamic center location, the
table below gives the locus of roots for the oscillatory modes as
the trimmer aerodynamic center shifts forward. The aperiodic roots
remain virtually unchanged.

U = 75 ft/sec

Trimmer a.c. location Mode #I Mode #2

25_ -.2455 _ j 5.721 -.9740 _ j 12.15

23c -.2476 _ j 5.649 -.9255 _ j 11.23 i

2|C -.2538 ± j 5.533 -.8747 _ j 10.26

19E -.2721 ± j 5.326 -.8138 t J 9.223

' 17E -.3250 t j 4.893 -.7205 Z J 8.192

15_ -.4364 _ j 3.852 -.5705 _ j 7.334

j !l
U
ri
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